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The Card of Habachi Seafood from Hampton contains about 15 different meals and drinks. On average, you pay
for a dish / drink about $9.8. What User likes about Habachi Seafood:

I had a great experience here. The food was bomb, the lady working was sweet. Shrimps were alil greasy but still
good. Everything ordered was tasty and done correctly. They didnt screw up my order, i got everything made

exactly the way i wanted.The prices are nice compared to some of the other hibachi places in the area. Not sure
what else to say but to give this little place a try. They are taking no chances with ge... read more. What Gary S

doesn't like about Habachi Seafood:
All ima say is this IS NOT hibachi far from it. Brought hibachi from here got home tasted the rice close the box.
Got my keys and debit card and went back out to the place I normally go to get real hibachi. Food not nasty just
hibachi ain't they specialty. read more. If you want to try fine American menus like burgers or barbecue, Habachi
Seafood from Hampton is the place to be, and easily digestible Japanese meals are being made with lots of
fresh vegetables, fish and meat. As a rule, most menus are prepared in a short time for you and served, and

you can look forward to the tasty typical seafood cuisine.
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Appet�er�
1 LB. STEAMED SHRIMP $14.0

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Appet�er
1 LB. FRIED SHRIMP IN CRAB
BATTER $15.0

Starter�
FRIED OYSTER (8) $7.8

Hauptgericht� - Bent� Menü
STEAK TERIYAKI $10.5

Popular Item�
CRAB RANGOON (8) $4.5

Japanes� Teriyak�
SHRIMP SCALLOP TERIYAKI $14.0

Frie� Specia� Dishe�
FRIED FISH (2) $7.6

Dail� Specia�
FRIED FISH (1) SHRIMP (10) $7.0

FRIED SHRIMP (10) OYSTERS (5) $7.3

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALMON TERIYAKI $11.0

FISH

STEAK
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